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Abstract

Case-based problem-solving systems reason by re-
trieving relevant prior cases and adapting their solu-
tions to fit new circumstances. The ability of case-
based reasoning (CBR) to reason from ungeneral-
ized episodes can benefit knowledge acquisition,
but acquiring the needed case adaptation knowl-
edge has proven challenging. This paper presents
a method for alleviating this problem with just-
in-time gathering of case adaptation knowledge,
based on introspective reasoning and mining of
Web knowledge sources. The approach combines
knowledge planning with introspective reasoning
to guide recovery from case adaptation failures and
reinforcement learning to guide selection of knowl-
edge sources. The failure recovery and knowledge
source selection methods have been tested in three
highly different domains with encouraging results.
The paper closes with a discussion of limitations
and future steps.

1 Introduction

Case-based reasoning (CBR) systems solve problems by rea-
soning from experiences. Given a problem, they generate a
solution by retrieving a relevant prior case—a stored record
of a previous problem-solving episode—and adapting its so-
lution to fit the new situation (e.g., [Mantaras et al., 2005]).
One of the attractions of CBR as a methodology for applica-
tions is to ease knowledge capture, because records of cases
may be readily available and need not be distilled into rules
to be applied in CBR systems. However, applying cases to
new situations requires additional knowledge for similarity
assessment and case adaptation. CBR systems often imple-
ment case adaptation with adaptation rules, which may be
difficult or costly to develop. Consequently, there is a tra-
dition of CBR applications focusing on retrieval, providing
users with cases to adapt themselves (e.g. [Kolodner, 1991]).

Advancing automated case adaptation requires develop-
ing methods to alleviate the knowledge acquisition prob-
lem. A number of previous projects have explored meth-
ods for learning adaptation knowledge from existing cases
and other known sources [Wilke et al., 1997; Patterson et
al., 1999; Hanney and Keane, 1997; Craw et al., 2001;

d’Aquin et al., 2007], including some work on acquiring
case knowledge on line in response to failures (e.g., [Cordier
et al., 2008]). This paper describes research on just-in-
time mining of Internet knowledge for case adaptation, start-
ing with a general knowledge planning process but minimal
knowledge about the domain and Web sources, as imple-
mented in the WebAdapt system [Leake and Powell, 2008;
2010a]. Just-in-time harvesting reduces effort by enabling
a system to acquire only the knowledge actually needed for
new problems, and also enables the system to profit from the
frequent updating of community-maintained sources.

This paper begins with an introduction to the adaptation
knowledge acquisition problem and the motivations for the
WebAdapt approach. It then provides a high-level sketch of
WebAdapt’s methods. The basic framework has been aug-
mented with two recent additions aimed at increasing the
system’s robustness and cross-domain effectiveness: an in-
trospective reasoning component (cf. [Arcos et al., 2008;
Cox and Raja, 2008]) to diagnose and respond to failures in
the adaptation process, and a reinforcement learning compo-
nent to guide selection of Web sources. The paper describes
evaluations of these additions which test their generality with
trials on three task domains, travel itinerary planning, menu
planning, and software recommendation. The paper closes
by putting the project into perspective, including discussing
its limitations and potential future steps.

2 Acquiring Adaptation Knowledge

Acquisition of case adaptation knowledge has long been a
central challenge for CBR. Automated case adaptation may
require extensive domain knowledge, but CBR is often ap-
plied precisely because general domain knowledge is difficult
or expensive to capture. It may be difficult even to identify in
advance what adaptation knowledge will be needed: the role
of adaptation knowledge is to adapt previously-seen cases to
solve problems beyond past experience.

Multiple approaches have been pursued to address the
problem of acquiring case adaptation knowledge, for exam-
ple, learning from knowledge already in the system’s case
base (see [Mantaras et al., 2005] for an overview). Such
methods are useful, but do not address how to enable the sys-
tem to handle truly novel problems. Likewise, without con-
stant maintenance pre-coded knowledge may miss changes
that frequently occur in external knowledge sources. For ex-
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ample, in the travel domain, short-term museum exhibits fre-
quently open or close.

The growing availability of knowledge on the Web pro-
vides a lazy alternative to traditional knowledge acquisition
for case adaption: Instead of endowing the CBR system with
adaptation knowledge, the system may be endowed with ca-
pabilities for just-in-time mining of Web knowledge sources
such as Wikipedia, which themselves are continually up-
dated. Applying this approach requires that the CBR system
be able to identify its information needs, be able to determine
how to satisfy them, and to update its understanding of the
sources as they change.

In addition, harnessing Web sources fundamentally chal-
lenges implicit assumptions about the nature of case adapta-
tion. Traditionally, the adaptation process is seen as finding
one candidate adaptation. Given Web sources, there may be
many alternatives from which to choose. The availability of
these alternatives naturally introduces considerations of the fit
between particular adaptations and particular users, pointing
to a new area, the personalization of adaptations.

The WebAdapt project [Leake and Powell, 2007; 2008;
2010a; 2010b] aims to develop a general domain-independent
framework for applying case adaptation. The project tests
the ability for systems to perform adaptations starting with
minimal domain knowledge, but we note that the framework
would be equally applicable to augmenting internal knowl-
edge as needed.

3 The WebAdapt System and Approach

3.1 Characterizing Adaptations

A difficulty for encoding adaptation knowledge is the oper-
ationality/generality tradeoff: General rules with wide appli-
cability provide little guidance about how to apply them to
the specifics of a problem; specific rules are easy to apply
but have limited applicability. Kass [1994] proposed the re-
sponse of representing adaptation knowledge as the combina-
tion of general transformations (substitutions, additions, and
deletions) and general pre-defined procedures for searching
memory to gather specific information needed to apply them.
WebAdapt’s adaptation process is in a similar spirit, but re-
places pre-defined memory search procedures with a flexible
search process using knowledge planning [Ram and Hunter,
1992]. Given an adaptation problem, it generates explicit
knowledge goals and plans to achieve them using operators
for gathering, transforming, and applying knowledge.

3.2 WebAdapt’s Basic Process

WebAdapt is designed to perform adaptations in concert with
a human user. However, in contrast to the model of “leave
adaptation to the user,” the user’s role is to identify items
to adapt and to choose between proposed substitutions. To
perform the adaptation, the system hypothesizes which char-
acteristics of the items are relevant, selects Web sources to
search for substitutions, generates search plans for the infor-
mation, filters the results based on learned information about
user preferences, presents them to the user (on request, ex-
plaining why they are considered relevant), and learns about
user preferences from the user’s choice. During processing

Figure 1: WebAdapt’s adaptation interface.
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Figure 2: WebAdapt’s adaptation procedure and knowledge
sources.

the system also learns about user preferences, Web source
appropriateness, and search strategies for future use.

The WebAdapt system has been tested in three domains,
but the primary illustration we will use in this paper is from
the travel itinerary domain. For this domain, the system be-
gins with a case-base of travel itineraries from Frommer’s
guide to Paris, and adapts them by replacing sights on the
itineraries based on user input. Figure 1 shows the user in-
terface. The left side shows the list of sights in an itinerary,
from which a user may select one to replace; the right side
provides options to guide the replacement.

Figure 2 illustrates WebAdapt’s adaptation process. The
process begins when a user requests a substitution for a role-
filler of a case (e.g., for “Louvre”). WebAdapt generates top-
level knowledge goals for finding a substitution (step 1), de-
scribing hypothesized relevant characteristics of the existing
item (the Louvre), in light of any learned information about
the user’s preferences. Subsequently, the system may gener-
ate subgoals in service of the top-level goal.

For example, consider the task of adapting an itinerary to
find a substitution for the Louvre (e.g., for a user who has
already visited it and wants an alternative). For this substi-
tution, WebAdapt’s top-level goal is to find a ranked set of
candidate substitutions; lower-level knowledge goals in ser-
vice of this goal include hypothesize constraints satisfied by
the Louvre, and find unranked candidate substitutions for it.

WebAdapt next identifies knowledge sources to search for
the desired knowledge (step 2). The system first relies on its
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own experience, if a similar prior goal resulted in storing a
search case about a source successfully chosen for the prior
search. Otherwise, it selects a source based on a learned pro-
file of the source’s previous performance.

The knowledge goal and source(s) are then input to We-
bAdapt’s knowledge planning component (step 3). The com-
ponent begins by attempting to use CBR—retrieving a prior
plan satisfying the given knowledge goals. If no suitable plan
is found, it applies UCPOP [Penberthy and Weld, 1992] to
generate a plan from scratch, and the plan is executed to ob-
tain Web information (step 4).

For example, if WebAdapt identifies Wikipedia as the
source to mine for substitutions for “Louvre”, WebAdapt’s
plan includes the following steps: Generate a Google query
to find the Wikipedia page for “Louvre,” parse the returned
Wikipedia entry for links to category pages, which form a
core set of candidate substitutions, and follow those links and
parse the resulting pages for category-relevant information,
to generate a set of potentially relevant attributes from the
categories found (e.g. “Visitor attractions in Paris” and “Art
museums in Paris”). For reasons of space, the knowledge
planning process is not described further in this paper, but a
full description is available in [Leake and Powell, 2010a].

We note that in WebAdapt’s formulation of the travel plan-
ning domain, the substitutions of interest are simply key-
words representing locations. For the purpose of presenting
alternatives to a user, no deeper representation is necessary.
However, the framework applies to more structured knowl-
edge as well.

During processing, the system’s domain model is updated
with information about the categories discovered (building an
internal model of the domain) and the specific substitutions
discovered during the search process. When a set of candidate
substitutions is displayed to the user, information about the
user’s selection is used to refine a model of the user. This
model is then used to personalize future suggestions to focus
on the types of categories of interest to the user (e.g., “art
museums”).

3.3 Internal and External Knowledge Sources

As illustrated in Figure 2, WebAdapt’s adaptation process re-
lies on a mixture of internal and external knowledge. Internal
system knowledge includes three types of general knowledge:
a domain model, a user model, and a collection of source pro-
files describing sources.

• Domain model: The domain model, built incrementally
during adaptation, records the hierarchies and specific
items discovered during Web search.

• User model: The user model records information about
the categories of substitutions chosen by the user.

• Source profiles: For each Web source accessed by the
system, a source profile captures statistical information
from the system’s experiences including average access
times, uptimes, estimated coverage (percent of queries
that result in substitutions), and a measure of diversity
of results.

WebAdapt’s internal knowledge also includes three case
bases recording three types of experience: A dispatching case

base, recording cases of choices of Web sources to access
to satisfy particular queries (and their outcomes); a solution
case base, recording specific prior adaptation problems and
selected solutions (including derivational information); and a
case base of plans used to search for particular types of adap-
tations. Note that there is a tradeoff between the possible effi-
ciency gains from re-use of prior cases and the responsiveness
to external updates available from searching from scratch. We
discuss this tradeoff further, and propose strategies to address
it, in [Leake and Powell, 2010b].

WebAdapt draws on external knowledge sources both to
identify categories of items to substitute and to find specific
items for substitutions. To access a source, WebAdapt re-
quires that a small set of basic operators be defined on the
source for operations such as traversing the source’s abstrac-
tion hierarchy and extracting specific items. These can be de-
fined to act on structured information (such as the knowledge
in OpenCyc) or on less structured textual sources (such as
Wikipedia). For example, WebAdapt’s queries to Wikipedia
are performed by Google queries, nodes are Wikipedia cat-
egories, and leaves are Wikipedia entries. Queries to Open-
Cyc are performed using the Cyc query engine; nodes are
collections and leaves are individuals. Queries to the Geon-
ames database are performed as SQL queries, where nodes
are Geonames feature classes and leaves are locations. Once
the basic operators have been defined, sources are navigated
by the source-independent knowledge planning process.

We note that WebAdapt does not attempt to do deep natu-
ral language processing. When mining text sources such as
Wikipedia, WebAdapt extracts keyword identifiers which it
places in a mined concept hierarchy (e.g., finding a reference
to “Sainte Chapelle” and inferring that it is an instance of a
church and a historic site).

4 Introspective Failure Recovery

WebAdapt’s knowledge plans may fail, for example, when
the system is missing background knowledge or queries an
inappropriate source. The system detects and responds to
such failures with a three-step process, shown in Figure 3: (1)
monitoring, (2) blame assessment, and (3) recovery. Mon-
itoring tracks the executing plan and detects failures when
solutions cannot be found (e.g., if a source is temporarily un-
available), if the knowledge sought cannot be found in the
knowledge source, or if the user rejects a proposed solution.

For each failure WebAdapt generates a failure diagnosis
from its reasoning trace. It uses a failure taxonomy based
on Cox and Ram [1999] to categorize reasoning failures (cf.,
[Arcos et al., 2008]). The diagnosis is provided as input for
the blame assessment stage, with failure categories used to
suggest points to repair, as illustrated in Table 1.

5 Learning Sources to Use

Realizing the benefits of Web access requires selecting good
knowledge sources [Leake and Scherle, 2001]. Some Web
sources are highly specialized; others are general-purpose.
Rather than assuming pre-coded information about the types
of sources to use for particular queries, WebAdapt learns
two types of information for guiding source selection: (1)
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Figure 3: WebAdapt’s introspective process and knowledge.

Table 1: Sample knowledge goals and possible sources of
failure

Failed Knowledge goal Failure Point(s) Explanation

Discover item in source Dispatching Source choice
Hypothesize seed Dispatching Source choice
constraints Planning Strategy choice
Hypothesize candidate Dispatching Source choice
substitutions Planning Strategy choice

“dispatching cases” with records about the performance of a
source for a particular query, and (2) “source profiles,” col-
lecting generalized information about source performance.
Such learning has proven useful, but there is a the danger
of early successes biasing later choices [Leake and Powell,
2008]. Consequently, methods are needed to balance source
exploration and exploitation. We address this by adding a
Q-learning component to WebAdapt’s model, to guide explo-
ration/exploitation as it determines dispatching actions.

If WebAdapt has no dispatching case for a similar knowl-
edge goal and no source profile for a source, it selects a source
at random. If it has no dispatching case but has a source pro-
file, it relies on the source profile information. If it has both
dispatching cases and source profiles, it chooses according to
Q-values which are associated with the available sources and
dispatching cases, as described in [Leake and Powell, 2010a].

6 Evaluation

Initial evaluations of WebAdapt’s basic adaptation process
were encouraging for the ability of the approach to provide
reasonable substitution candidates using only Web sources
and minimal initial knowledge [Leake and Powell, 2007;
2008]. Recent experiments test our extensions for introspec-
tive failure recovery and for automatically learning which
sources to use. This evaluation investigates two key points:

1. Effects of introspective failure recovery on problem-
solving: An ablation study was conducted to test how the
addition of introspective reasoning affects WebAdapt’s
ability to solve problems.

2. Usefulness of exploration: How does the addition of re-
inforcement learning about searching external sources

affect WebAdapt’s ability to successfully exploit them?
An ablation study was conducted to test the effects of
reinforcement learning to guide source selection.

To test the generality of the approach, the experiments were
conducted for five different Web sources, two generalized
sources (Wikipedia and OpenCyc), and three specific sources
(Geonames, USDA SR20, and an Apple Downloads library).
For each source, simple procedures were coded to enable ac-
cessing the source’s hierarchical structure.

6.1 Evaluation of Introspective Reasoning

The evaluation of introspective reasoning performed an abla-
tion study with three conditions: (1) Introspective reasoning
disabled, learned problem dispatching enabled, (2) Exhaus-
tive search, and (3) Both introspective reasoning and learned
problem dispatching enabled. In condition (2), WebAdapt
tried each of its Web sources until a solution was found. This
provided a baseline for the maximum ability of the sources to
provide solutions.

Thirteen features randomly chosen from WebAdapt’s cases
were selected for adaptation (five itinerary items, five ingre-
dients, and three widgets). Each item was adapted ten times
using each configuration (WebAdapt picks a source at ran-
dom when it has no prior dispatching knowledge). This was
repeated for ten rounds of testing resulting in 520 adaptations.

For conditions (1), (2), and (3), WebAdapt was able to sug-
gest adaptations 48%, 100%, and 100% of the time, respec-
tively. With introspection, WebAdapt suggested substitutions
100% of the time, regardless of whether dispatching knowl-
edge learning was enabled. In addition, configuration (3) re-
sulted in a 76% decrease in reasoning failures over configura-
tion (2). Thus learned dispatching combined with introspec-
tive reasoning provided the same ability to suggest an adap-
tation as exhaustive search, with a substantial improvement
over learned problem dispatching alone.

6.2 Evaluation of Reinforcement Learning for
Source Selection

The value of reinforcement learning for source selection was
evaluated by comparing four conditions: (1) Exploration dis-
abled, (2) exploration using source profile knowledge only,
(3), exploration using learned source profile knowledge and
learned dispatching cases, with the dispatching case library
built from scratch during the experiments, and (4) exploration
with a dispatching case base built from a previous round of
testing on the same problems. The goal of (4) was to evaluate
the impact on WebAdapt’s failure rate when exploring new
sources versus always choosing the sources suggested by past
experience for a system which had addressed matching prior
problems.

Each configuration included introspective reasoning.
When case-based dispatching was included, a source which
successfully solved a sufficiently similar problem in the past
was always re-used in the future. Initial sources were selected
at random. Fifty-two case features were randomly chosen for
adaptation. Each was adapted ten times for each configura-
tion, resulting in 2,080 adaptations.
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Figure 4: Reasoning failures for individual domains.

With no exploration, the system had an average of .24 fail-
ures per problem. Adding exploration based on source pro-
files alone substantially increases the failure rate (to .84), but
exploration with learned source profile knowledge results in
fewer failures (.34). Thus in this configuration, exploration is
possible with modest penalty. We expect this rate to decrease
as experience is gained. Using full dispatching knowledge
from a prior round of testing (simulating the effects of exten-
sive experience) reduced average failures to .07. Thus there
is not a significant amount of overhead associated with learn-
ing dispatching knowledge from scratch. Introspection and
learning lead to a 76% decrease in failures compared to the
exhaustive search method.

6.3 Evaluation of Generality of the Approach

Because WebAdapt is intended to provide a domain-
independent approach to capturing adaptation knowledge, an
important question is whether its approach is equally effec-
tive across multiple domains. To test this, forty-eight fea-
tures, spanning all of WebAdapt’s domains, were randomly
chosen for adaptation. The sequence of adaptations was per-
formed ten times, with randomly selected initial sources, for
a total of 480 adaptations. WebAdapt learned both problem
dispatching and source profile knowledge from scratch dur-
ing each round of testing, with introspection enabled to repair
reasoning failures.

Figure 4 shows the average number of failures per feature
for the travel, widget, and menu domains (with average stan-
dard deviations of 0.44, 0.53, and 0.39, respectively). The
menu and travel domains can each be solved by three of the
five knowledge sources and have similar failure rates. Be-
cause the Mac Widget domain can only be be solved by one
knowledge source its initial failure rate is high, but source
learning rapidly reduces this rate. Source selection was based
on an ε-greedy policy. An ε-greedy policy selects the action
that has the maximum estimated value most of the time and
selects non-optimal actions with probability 1− ε. In the ex-
periments, the value of ε for a source never reached zero, re-
sulting in occasional incorrect source choices and a final error
rate of .2.

7 Limitations and Future Directions

Results to date are encouraging for WebAdapt’s approach.
However, many areas remain for future research. One of these

is controlling the time required to mine adaptation knowl-
edge. Web knowledge presents a vast space to mine, but in
an interactive context, mining delays could seriously interfere
with acceptance of the system. One approach to this problem
(already implemented) is to apply case-based reasoning to the
knowledge planning process, reusing prior searches and their
results. In rapidly-changing domains this raises issues of the
tradeoff between gaining speed from reuse and foregoing the
benefits of ongoing updates to external sources. Retaining
search cases also raises issues about managing the prolifera-
tion of search cases. We have begun to address this problem
with methods for selective retention of search cases [Leake
and Powell, 2010b]. Another approach to improving response
time would be to replace the system’s current sequential solu-
tion generation and presentation steps with incremental pre-
sentation of each candidate as it is found.

Another issue is how best to generate knowledge goals
for adaptations. WebAdapt’s automatic domain-independent
method, selecting replacements belonging to categories simi-
lar to the original object, avoids the need for detailed knowl-
edge when substitutions fall into standard categories, but does
not reflect specialized needs which may not map well to stan-
dard hierarchies (e.g., if desired itinerary substitutions fall
into an ad-hoc category such as “places I visited as a child.”).
Given descriptions of special-purpose constraints, it would be
comparatively easy to integrate them into the filtering process
for candidate solutions. Ideally such information would also
be integrated into the original search process to guide candi-
date generation, but any such methods could require extensive
knowledge and reasoning.

WebAdapt’s adaptation process focuses on performing a
single substitution at a time, with its choices based only on the
item to be replaced and its user model. However, the broader
context provided by a case as a whole may significantly af-
fect the suitability of a substitution (e.g., an itinerary should
avoid including two highly similar sights), and multiple sub-
stitutions may need coordination (e.g., to keep within bud-
get, expensive activities could be balanced with inexpensive
ones). Likewise, modifications to one feature in a case may
necessitate adaptation of other parts of a case (e.g., to shorten
one stop to compensate for increased time at another). Thus
developing a framework for handling related adaptations is
another area for future research.

WebAdapt currently performs minimal textual analy-
sis of its natural language sources. Thus another ex-
tension would be to augment this capability and to ex-
ploit additional structured knowledge sources made avail-
able by the Open Data Movement, such as DBpedia
(dbpedia.org), Freebase (freebase.com), and Search
Monkey (developer.yahoo.com/searchmonkey).

8 Conclusion

The ability to adapt prior cases to new circumstances is fun-
damental to the flexibility of case-based reasoning systems,
but may present a substantial burden for knowledge acqui-
sition and maintenance. Enabling case-based reasoning sys-
tems to search for needed adaptation knowledge on the Web
can help alleviate this burden, replacing in-advance knowl-
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edge capture with just-in-time mining of new information in
the context of the current task. The WebAdapt system applies
domain-independent methods for introspective reasoning and
just-in-time Web mining to find personalized information for
substitution adaptations.

This paper has presented the WebAdapt approach and de-
scribed steps for increasing its generality, by enabling it to in-
trospectively correct failures in its adaptation process and to
improve its selection of Web sources to mine. Experiments on
multiple domains support the generality of these approaches.
Future steps include developing richer models of the formu-
lation of knowledge goals and integrating the approach with
more knowledge-rich methods.
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